
	  
	  

	  
	  

	  
	  
	  

	  
	  
	  

If colours apparently reflect our moods, then Robert Hunter’s art is enticingly mysterious. 
A large white work by Hunter can still draw the eye in a room filled with colourful abstract art. Sharp red angles and 
shimmering shades of every hue surround the Hunter in the Ian Potter Museum’s new exhibition, and should overwhelm it. 
However it’s testament to the surprises of abstraction that white can win. 
An efflorescence of abstract art is appearing this year with the Potter show, a Benalla gallery exhibition Abstract, and a 
retrospective of the significant Australian artist Robert Jacks at the National Gallery of Victoria in October. 
Curator Vincent Alessi titled the Potter exhibition “The less there is to see the more important it is to look”. He chose the 
wording “to encourage people to go beyond abstraction as a formal exercise of colour and shape and rhythm, to investigate 
the art just as they do with figurative paintings”. 
He agrees abstraction can be opaque for some; but insists Australia’s great abstract artists are still celebrated, as the Inge 
King survey show at the NGV attests. 
“It’s universal with abstract art, that it’s tough; but on the positive side it encourages a longer dialogue with people. I’m 
challenging the audience to do some work if it’s not obvious what’s there.” 
Alessi is questioning what he sees as a limited view of abstract art as flowing from two streams, beginning with Cezanne and 
Gauguin. He believes much art has been pigeon-holed into these two “linear narratives”. 
“But there were offshoots. That’s what artists do, they interrogate the past to find a new way forward.” 
As abstract artists sought to do more than imitate what we observe, their works expressed ideas, emotions even essences. 
Australian critic Robert Hughes pointed to Wassily Kandinsky as a pioneer of abstract art, “one of the first to expel objects 
from his work so as to reach a  higher intensity of feeling”. 
From Kandinsky, Robert Delaunay and Francis Picabia, abstraction’s shoots spread through countless Europeans and 
Americans, including Piet Mondrian, Mark Rothko and Barnett Newman. 
Alessi begins with the Australians Robert Grieve, Ralph Balson and John Passmore. “You can see the influence of Cezanne, 
and early on the narratives make sense.” 
Yet from the 1950s, ideas proliferated in Australia as exhibitions toured, international journals circulated and artists travelled. 
New influences emerged in abstract expressionism, colour-field painting, the art of the spiritual and  “hard-edge” painting. 
The Potter show is not large but it’s carefully chosen, showing Australians have been inspired by spirituality, by science or 
perhaps, like King, by the landscape. Here and in the Benalla gallery, the curators see a vigorous future for abstract art. 
Opposite the older works, Alessi positions the Hunter and a Mark Galea sculpture, loosely grouping those interested in the 
mathematical and architectural. 



The exhibition is mostly drawn from the university’s collection and one he was pleased to unpack was Dick Watkins’ vertical 
canvas with its bands of shimmering colour. “It has this amazing pulsating energy. All of a sudden the white wall starts to 
hum.” 
While Rothko’s planes of colour come to mind, the Watkins is bold and somehow cheering. Blasting from the wall with no 
need of a frame are Sydney Ball’s colour panels from the 2012 Infinex series - odd shapes challenging conventional painting. 
Ball is also central to the upcoming exhibition at Benalla, assembled by acting artistic director Shanley Cleeland. 
In Abstract she’s exploring both the historical and the very new. “I thought it would be interesting to show the older more 
established artists like Sydney Ball and Dale Frank with the work of emerging artists like Marc Freeman and Camille Hannah 
who works with Perspex and makes her own brushes, creating beautiful gestural works. 
“I wanted to inject some fun, colour and life into the gallery,” says a buoyant Cleeland. “I thought this would be wonderful for 
student groups - to show them what constitutes art doesn’t always have to be realism.” 
 
 
The	  less	  there	  is	  to	  see	  the	  more	  important	  it	  is	  to	  look	  is	  at	  the	  Ian	  Potter	  Museum	  from	  4	  June	  to	  21	  
September.	  Abstract	  is	  at	  Benalla	  Art	  Gallery	  from	  July	  18	  to	  October	  26.	  	  Robert	  Jacks:	  Order	  and	  Variation	  is	  at	  the	  NGV	  
from	  3	  October	  to	  15	  February,	  2015. 
 
	  


